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Introduction:
Surely you already know the problems with a draft
beer installation. Sometimes it can be difficult to
keep up with demand because the beer foams too
much. It is also difficult to get the last beer out of
the keg. Fortunately your problems can be solved with a
DraftMore. It makes sure that the pressure in the keg is
correct according to the temperature of the beer.

That means the beer will flow with a regular consistency
and makes it possible to get the last drops of beer out
of the keg. This also means that you will reduce waste
and maximize earnings from each keg of beer. With a
DraftMore you will serve a perfect draft beer every time!

Many people don’t know how to do the adjustment
precisely and the problems start.
If the CO2 pressure is too high in relation to the
temperature, the beer gets over carbonated. It can
happen overnight or in a few hours. If, for example, the
temperature in the beer falls 10 degrees celsius and CO2
pressure has not been adjusted accordingly, that means
the CO2 pressure is 0,8 bar higher than it should be
and the beer gets over carbonated producing too much

foam. With too much foam there is no way to serve a
perfect draft Beer. However with DraftMore this will
never happen. The DraftMore, which is developed in
corporation with Danfoss A/S and patented world wide,
makes the adjustment of the pressure automatically. The
advantages of this are countless!

On the attached graph you can see what DraftMore is
doing automatically.

Advantages of DraftMore:
• Never have too much or too little foam on your beers
Serve the beer with the perfect top - every time!
• You will notice that you are not returning beer to
the brewery anymore; no more beer left in the bottom
of the keg like before.
• No more manual adjusting! The DraftMore
automatically adjusts the CO2 pressure in the keg
according to the beer temperature.
• The CO2 content in the beer remains the same as when
the beer was delivered from the brewery!
• No more flat or foamy beer.
• The return on investment is very fast. It’s a one time
investment and provides a continuous return.
• Draftmore is maintenance free.
• It’s easy to install one on each tap.

In other words Reduce Waste
and Maximize Earnings!

EQUILIBRIUM CO2

It is well known that draft beer, when tapped, often gives more foam than desired.
The major cause of this is due to incorrect CO2 pressure in the beer keg in relation
to the temperature of the beer. Some people adjust the CO2 pressure manually
when the temperature increases or decreases, but people do not always remember
to do this or adjust it correctly. Manual adjustment can lead to over carbonated beer
(too much foam) or under carbonated (flat) beer. The solution is a DraftMore, which
automatically adjusts the right CO2 pressure in
the beer keg depending on the temperature.
CO2 BLEND
To have CO2 equilibrium pressure (see attached
graph) you must adjust the CO2 pressure to be
in balance with the temperature.
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